WEST MIDLANDS PENSION FUND

GRADUATE
JOURNEYS
2022 marks the fifth anniversary of the Fund’s graduate scheme and provides an opportunity to look back
at the success of the programme and the journeys that the graduates who’ve joined us have taken.
Originally created in 2018, the graduate scheme was implemented to attract and develop talent at the
Fund. Designed to launch careers, providing support to access additional qualifications whilst developing a
variety of skills which will propel you into future role.
As the graduate scheme continues to mature, the Fund looks forward to welcoming future cohorts of
graduates and seeing their skills added to its ever-growing pool of talent.

OUR GRADUATES’ UNIVERSITIES
The success of our graduate program has been
overwhelming, bringing talent from across
England and Wales to the West Midlands, and of
course, the Fund itself.
Since the scheme’s inception in 2018, the Fund has
benefitted from the diverse range of academic
backgrounds that its graduates possess,
encouraging all graduates to explore, question,
and collaborate, enabling them to push their own
boundaries and reach their full potential.
At the Fund, graduates will work together with
colleagues who share their values, a community
which contributes together for the future of the
Fund’s members.

COHORT

SERVICE AREA

CURRENT STATUS

Employer Services
Finance
Four

On the Graduate Scheme

Four Starters

Governance
Three

Graphics
Obtained a Permanent Role with WMPF
Investments
Eight Starters

Two
Operations
Solicitor (external)

Two Starters

One
Left the Scheme
Pension Services
Three Starters

Systems

QUALIFICATIONS UNDERTAKEN BY OUR GRADUATES
Whilst taking part in the scheme, graduates will grow and develop a wide range of professional,
transferrable skills, accelerating their future career progression through their daily work and
professional relationships.
Further to this, the Fund provides support and guidance for graduates to go on to gain specific
industry training and qualifications, enhancing their existing university degrees.
Graduates are able to choose qualifications specific to their career goals and ambitions,
benefitting from the robust funding the Fund provides.

